Maintaining Compliance with iOS 14

Apple’s new IDFA privacy policies are having a major impact on the industry. Luckily, SKAdNetwork offers a compliant, user-friendly alternative.
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Introduction

What is IDFA?

IDFA is Apple’s Identifier for Advertisers. It creates a unique ID tag for each device, which enables ad tracking.

Previously, the default was that users were opted in to sharing this unique identifier. Eventually, some user-privacy solutions were put in place, like Limit Ad Tracking (LAT). Users could choose to opt out, by selecting Settings > Privacy > Advertising > Limit Ad Tracking. LAT would wipe out the IDFA, replacing it with zeros.

But unless a user actively sought out LAT, IDFA-sharing was the default.

What’s the deal with iOS 14?

On June 24, at the 2020 Apple Worldwide Developers Conference, Apple announced big changes to its AppStore privacy policy. What caused the biggest stir? 

AppTrackingTransparency in iOS 14.

AppTrackingTransparency is a new framework with iOS 14, and affects how devices share data. Instead of devices having IDFA-sharing set as the default, iOS requires explicit permission for tracking users and accessing IDFA.

What counts as tracking? Apple shared the following (including, but not limited to):

- **Displaying targeted advertisements** in your app based on user data collected from apps and websites owned by other companies.

- **Sharing device location data** or email lists with a data broker.

- **Sharing a list of emails, advertising IDs, or other IDs** with a third-party advertising network that uses that information to retarget those users in other developers’ apps or to find similar users.

- **Placing a third-party SDK in your app** that combines user data from your app with user data from other developers’ apps to target advertising or measure advertising efficiency, even if you don't use the SDK for these purposes. For example, using an analytics SDK that repurposes the data it collects from your app to enable targeted advertising in other developers' apps.

There’s a new default in town.

Users are opted out of sharing IDFA – and must choose to opt in.

1 Mobile Dev Memo, June 2020
Industry Impact

Historically, publishers leveraged user identifiers like the IDFA to drive higher eCPMs through well-targeted ads. IDFAs also allowed marketers to execute effective campaign targeting, retargeting, and attribution.

But now, that data sharing is completely optional, and the default is that users are opted out. Apple’s new requirements are expected to result in significant opt-out rates – a projected at least 80% at least. In other words, **only 20% of current users are expected to opt in to this level of tracking**.

Apple initially deferred its requirement to use the AppTrackingTransparency framework. But In January 2021, Apple announced that rollout for all users will be in the spring of 2021. (Beta users of iOS 14 may already see publisher prompts requesting opt-in.)

While publishers can continue to prompt users to opt-in, IDFA information may only be accessed with explicit permission.

As a result, marketers must find new ways to measure app-install campaign efficacy, and to otherwise measure success.

Luckily, there are options.

Ensuring Compliance with NextGen SDK

We are committed to equipping our publishers with the controls needed to own their monetization strategy, and giving our marketers access to quality audiences worldwide.

The Smaato Digital Ad Tech Platform delivers powerful tools to help create a positive user experience without compromising privacy. Contextual targeting, for example, can help marketers reach highly engaged audiences and enables publishers to deliver a relevant experience.

And, reaching audiences based on what content they’re consuming, rather than who they are, respects privacy choices.
We are continuing our investment in this area and are working closely with our partners to re-invent contextual advertising for a digital, screen-agnostic future.

Smaato also fully supports SKAdNetwork as part of our continued goal to supply the best available tools for our publishers and advertising partners.

SKAdNetwork is a valuable advertising tool. It offers stability for user acquisition and helps ensure successful ad campaigns, while honoring end-user privacy.

SKAdNetwork

What is an SKAdNetwork?

SKAdNetwork is a framework developed by Apple to measure the conversion rates of app installs. This framework uncouples the impression event from the actual app installation, removing the need for user identifiers.

SKAdNetwork operates through an end-to-end attribution flow that is controlled by the App Store and validates each attribution with a cryptographic signature assigned to the ad when provided by the advertiser.

SKAdNetwork offers a clear, compliant alternative to IDFA-based attributions. Marketers get what they need, while users gain control over their privacy settings.

Simply put, SKAdNetwork provides a way for marketers to measure the success of their campaigns, while protecting end-user privacy.

How Does SKAdNetwork Work?

SKAdNetwork allows for attribution via a series of back-and-forth information sharing. This goes a little something like this:

- SKADN information (including SKAdNetwork IDs from the publisher’s Info.plist) is sent from the publisher app to the ad platform, like Smaato, in the ad request.

- SKADN information is then sent from Smaato to our marketers, in the bid request during the auction. When ad exchanges, like Smaato, share a bid request to marketers during the auction, it includes SKADN information.

- During the auction, marketers respond back to Smaato with some additional SKADN information in the bid response (bid). This full set of SKADN information is sent back to the publisher app from Smaato, from the marketer’s winning bid. (Eventually, the complete set of SKADN information will also be shared with Apple.)
• When a user clicks on the ad, the signed SKADN information from the marketer who won the auction gets passed to Apple. This way, Apple can pass it through to the marketer’s app once it is installed.

• Apple sends a postback to the marketer notifying them of the install and conversion (or, if necessary, redownload) 24-48 hours after the user installs and launches the downloaded app.

To simplify, here’s how that flow looks visually:

1. List of SKAdNetwork IDs are passed to Smaato
2. SKAdNetwork ID and conversion app ID are sent in the bid request via BidRequest.imp.ext.skadn
3. DSP generates the signature by using the SKAdNetwork ID and its private key
4. Bid response is returned with click data and signature in bidResponse.oadbid.ext.skadn
5. Adwin with SKAdNetwork attribution wins the auction
6. Click data and signature is passed to the application
7. SKAdNetwork
8. User clicks, Smaato SDK calls loadProduct() with click data and signature.
9. Install is registered to SKAdNetwork.
10. Adwer historic app can pass a conversion value agreed by DSP and the advertisers. (Optional).
11. Install data, conversion value (optional) and signature are sent via postback
12. DSP attributes the install
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Enabling SKAdNetwork Attribution Through Smaato

Publishers

We built our platform with publishers in mind – to ensure they'd always have the tools they need to monetize their inventory, deliver positive user experiences, and scale their business. While these privacy policy changes are adding some hurdles for publishers and marketers alike, we're here to help keep it simple. Our SDK provides the tools you need, while ensuring you are in full control.

Apple’s policy changes will have an impact on publisher revenue. Luckily, this is temporary.

As marketer’s bidding algorithms adjust to the SKAdNetwork attribution flow, these fluctuations will settle down and stabilize.

One thing publishers can do to minimize the impact is to encourage opt-in from users.

When a user opts in when prompted, their IDFA is shared as before, giving marketers highly-valuable, instant attribution, ultimately resulting in much higher CPMs.

Smaato’s iOS SDK will never ask for tracking opt-in: we believe this important prompt should be entirely under a publisher’s control. This gives publishers an opportunity to create customized messaging around the prompt, and to deliver an engaging UX.

We recommend publishers share the “why” with users. By opting in, users may gain specific, unique features of an app, or can get customized functionality for a more tailored and personalized experience. If publishers create a branded screen with messaging that explains to a user why information is collected and why it will benefit them, they’re much more likely to choose to opt in.

But for the projected 80% who won’t, SKAdNetwork is critical. To minimize the revenue impact, it’s best for publishers to ensure that they are ready to go with the SKAdNetwork framework. DSPs will shift towards bidding on SKAdNetwork-enabled inventory only, so publishers can get ahead by ensuring their inventory is compliant.
SKAdNetwork requires publishers to list supported ad networks in their info.plist. (Read on to see how.) Publishers can rely on Smaato to handle all SKAdNetwork-enabled ads without additional code changes. All they have to do is make sure the.plist is updated regularly, to capture a growing list of SKAdNetwork-compliant marketers.

Ready to get started?

How To: Publishers

For Publishers, it is simple and straightforward to ensure SKAdNetwork compliance. First, ensure you have the latest version of NextGen SDK (or at least version 21.6.6), to ensure you have SKAdNetwork Support.

Then, you'll need to update your app with an up-to-date.plist, which we provide for your convenience. Here are the steps:

1. Update to the newest version of NextGen SDK. Click [here](#).
2. Copy the latest .plist to your clipboard from our developer documentation.
3. Open up Xcode.
4. Select “Info.plist” from your project navigator on the left hand side.
5. Right click on “info.plist” and select: open as > source code
6. The source code will render. Scroll to the bottom.
7. Just before the </dict at the bottom, paste in the .plist from your clipboard.
8. To confirm, right click again on “Info.plist”, and select open as > property list. SKAdNetwork Items should appear in this list.
9. That's it!
Select the plist, and copy to your clipboard.

Next, go to info.plist, right click. Select Open As > Secure Code.
This is an example of how the code rendition will look. Scroll down.
Just before where it says `</dict>`, paste the plist from your clipboard.
Simple!
It's easy to confirm that the necessary SKAdNetwork IDs were added correctly to your Info.plist. Return to the property list, by right clicking “plist”, and selecting open as > Property List

SKAdNetwork items should appear in the plist.

That's it!

Of course, we're always available to help answer any questions you may have. Feel free to check out the developer docs on our website, or give us a call.
Enabling SKAdNetwork Attribution through Smaato

DSPs/Marketers

SKAdNetwork offers an iOS 14-compliant way to measure campaign success for install attribution, even without direct-user attribution.

With SKAdNetwork, Apple will share campaign IDs along with a conversion value used to validate acquisition quality. This will come on a 24-48 hour delay, to uncouple the impression event from the installation, thereby protecting user privacy.

Apple also agrees to share re-download information, which provides invaluable retargeting insights.

What does this mean?

With the SKAdNetwork framework, you’ll gain accurate and completely fraud-free clickthrough attribution for app-install campaigns. This offers greater confidence in campaign performance, and helps protect user privacy.

How To: Marketers

To ensure app-install attribution, SKAdNetwork’s framework creates an install validation if a user installs (and then launches) an app after clicking an ad. This now means that ad networks must provide the ad with signed information (including a campaign number).

If an ad converts, the device can notify the ad network with the matching campaign number. So, as part of requesting your SKAdNetwork ID from Apple, you’ll also need to create your unique signature.
To get started, DSPs and Marketers need to take the following steps:

1. Request an SKAdNetwork ID from Apple. DSPs should register as an Ad Network. Click here to register.

2. Convert SKAdNetwork IDs to all lowercase, if they arrive with any CAPS.

3. Send your SKAdNetwork ID to your Smaato Account Manager. We'll add it to the plist, and our publishers will update accordingly.

4. Monitor the bid request
   - DSPs should be able to ingest the list of SKAdNetwork ID(s), version, and source bundle ID information in BidRequest.imp.ext.skadn object of the bid request.

Bid Request Example:

```json
{
   "imp": [
      {
         "ext": {
            "skadn": {
               "version": "2.0",
               "sourceapp": "(SOURCEAPP_FROM_BID_REQUEST_HERE)",
               "skadnetids": [
                  "LIST_OF_STRING_SKADNETWORK_IDS"
               ]
            }
         }
      }
   ]
}
```
5. Update Bid Response

- If the DSP is responding with a SKAdNetwork enabled campaign, it should respond with SKAdNetwork ID and all relevant fields in the bid response.

Bid Response Template:

```json
{
    "seatbid": [
        {
            "bid": [
                {
                    "ext": {
                        "skadn": {
                            "version": "2.0",
                            "network": "{MARKETER_SKADNETWORK_ID_HERE}"
                        }
                    }
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}
```
6. Generate a validation signature. Apple will ask where postback notification should be sent, so you'll register a postback URL at this time.
   - DSPs should have an install tracking service to handle install data and signature from the SKAdNetwork postback.

7. Ensure Postback verification
   - Advertiser app should be registering its new users to SkAdNetwork via `registerAppForAdNetworkAttribution()`

```swift
#import "AppDelegate.h"

// Don't forget to import this to have access to the SKAdnetwork
#import <StoreKit/SKAdNetwork.h>

@interface AppDelegate :
@end

@implementation AppDelegate

-(BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:(NSDictionary *)launchOptions {

    // The first call to registerAppForAdNetworkAttribution generates the notification if the device has attribution data for that app.
    // It's best to call this method as soon as possible, that's why we call it from didFinishLaunchingWithOptions.

    // When the app is opened for the first time and this method is called, it starts a 24-hour timer, any subsequent calls to updateConversionValue reset this
    // once the first 24hr timer ends, after a randomized period of time the attribution notification will be sent to the ad network.

    [SKAdNetwork registerAppForAdNetworkAttribution];

    return YES;
}
@end
```

- Apple will successfully send the install postback to the marketer at the predetermined postback URL as long as:
  - The marketer signature is valid
  - All SKADN information from is passed to Apple
  - The publisher's app is built in iOS 14 (or newer)
  - The marketer app is available in the App-Store
  - The end-user's device is running on iOS 14 or later

You'll also be able to track redownloads, so you can tell who is a unique new user and who previously installed and deleted your app before redownloading it.

With these steps in place, you'll be able to successfully bid on SKAdNetwork-enabled inventory, and will receive app-install attribution, all while maintaining compliance with Apple's privacy policy.
Conclusion

At Smaato, we have always been focused on privacy compliance, and support Apple’s initiative to put more control in the hands of users.

While the IDFA default-opt-out update is a huge change, its impact can be mitigated. We’re committed to making sure our partners have what they need to succeed.

SKAdNetwork offers a compliant solution for app-install attribution, without compromising user experience or privacy.

Questions

Our developer portal offers invaluable resources for our publisher and marketer partners. Check out our developer docs for more information about SKAdNetwork and how to get started.

We’re also available to answer any questions you have. Contact us at www.smaato.com.

Smaato’s digital ad tech platform offers an omnichannel, self-serve solution. Our ad server and monetization platform empowers publishers with the tools they need to thrive, and enables marketers to deliver memorable audience experiences worldwide – and on any device. Learn how advanced analytics, industry-leading market quality, and total transparency help set Smaato apart. Founded in 2005, Smaato is headquartered in San Francisco, with additional offices in Hamburg, New York City, Beijing, Pune, and Singapore. Learn more at www.smaato.com.